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A member of Sotheby’s staff holds a pearl and diamond pendant once belonging to
Queen Marie Antoinette of France on display at Sotheby’s in Dubai.

Pakistani artist Bilal Asif works on his studio in Karachi. Bilal Asif works on his pencils at his studio.

Jewels once belonging to Queen Marie Antoinette of France are seen at Sotheby’s in
Dubai, UAE. — Reuters photos

This photo shows people taking part in a mass dance event in Datong in China’s northern Shanxi province. Some 20,000 dancers took part in the event. — AFP 

With a sharp eye for detail, Bilal Asif carefully
labors over his quest for a pointedly unusual
world record-crafting the largest swing ever

made from pencils. Asif combs over his creation inside his
studio in the southern megacity of Karachi, fine-tuning
details with a razor blade and mulling new decorative addi-
tions. “My main objective was not only to make the pencil
swing but I aspired to make it with as much creativity as I
could,” said the artist. By January, Asif plans to register his
work for the Guinness Book of World Records. He has
used up to 30,000 pencils in total, cut into more than
100,000 pieces.

The swing rests on massive posts resembling pencils,
while colorful pastel designs give the structure a touch of
South Asian flamboyance, drawing striking similarities to
the artwork decorating the ubiquitous “jingle trucks” that
barrel down roads across Pakistan. Striving to break world
records is the norm in neighboring India, which holds a
suite of peculiar Guinness plaudits including the largest
number of people to sing a national anthem in unison.

But Pakistan, which split from India at independence from
Britain in 1947 and has viewed it as an archrival ever since,
has yet to match its neighbor’s enthusiasm for quirky world
record glory. The achievement would cement a goal
sketched out since Asif’s youth, when he began collecting
pencils from all over the world. “Some people criticize my
work but I don’t react to them,” he said. He likes to point out
that the swing is not just about breaking records, drawing a
line between his art and his quest to promote friendship
abroad. “This is not only a world record but this is a mes-
sage of peace from the whole Pakistan to the other countries
through this art,” Asif adds. “This is my aim.”—AFP

Held in private collections for
more than 200 years, jewelry
that once belonged to France’s

ill-fated Queen Marie Antoinette has
gone on display in Dubai ahead of its
planned auction in Geneva next month.
Described by British auction house
Sotheby’s as “one of the most important
royal jewelry collections ever to come
to auction,” the seven pieces are part of
an exhibition entitled “Royal Jewels
from the Bourbon Parma family” that
also includes other items from the sto-
ried dynasty’s rich history.

The French queen’s jewels on view
include a 49-karat natural pearl and
diamond pendant, as well as necklaces,
brooches, and earrings valued in total
at between $1.5 and 3 million. The col-
lection, which belongs to the Bourbon
Parma family, also includes a monogram
ring with woven strands of Marie
Antoinette’s hair enclosed. Edward
Gibbs, Sotheby’s chairman for the
Middle East and India, said the Middle
East had become a highly lucrative
market, with a 62 percent increase in

buyers over the past five years, particu-
larly younger customers. “It is a two-
way street. We are here both to sell art
and also to source it,” said Gibbs. “It’s
both a regional hub and an international
center.”

After Dubai, the jewelry will also
be exhibited in several other cities
including London, New York and
Hong Kong before going under the
hammer in Geneva in November. The
tour is expected to arouse the interest
of potential wealthy buyers in the Gulf
and elsewhere ahead of the auction.
Marie-Antoinette, an Austrian arch-
duchess by birth, was the wife of King
Louis XVI of France, of the Bourbon
dynasty. Both were executed by guil-
lotine in 1793 after the French
Revolution. The queen’s jewelry was
wrapped up and smuggled out of
France to Vienna for safe-keeping
during the Revolution and remained in
the Bourbon Parma family. — Reuters

Marie Antoinette’s jewelry on
display in Dubai before auction

Sharpen up: Pakistani artist
aims for record with pencil swing

This is not only a world
record but this is a message

of peace from the whole
Pakistan to the other 

countries through this art

Pakistani artist Bilal Asif poses for a photograph with his pencils art work at his studio in
Karachi. — AFP photos

Bilal Asif works on his pencils at his studio.


